Hunt ID: 5020-CO-Elk-ONCCA4NYITY-CBB4-ITH5KE-Estate Hunt
This outfitter is in Canon City, Colorado area. You will be hunting the diverse country side of tall thick
Ponderosa pines, Spruce trees and aspen groves. There is also breath taking rock cliffs, the beauty of
open meadows all on 3000 acres.
If you are looking for an exciting Trophy Elk hunt, but you do not have the time for the endless hours of
scouting, or your hunting environment just does not produce the size of elk you dream of hunting than
look no further. Our beautiful surroundings make this border property hunt, a feeling of being out in the

mountains. Okay, so you do not think that hunting elk that reside within a bordered piece of property is
hunting. I guess that depends on what hunting means to you. If it was not hunting then SCI (Safari Club
International) would not recognize and have a scoring system for these types of hunts.
Safari Club International rates an estate hunt as fair chase if there is sufficient cover for the game to
escape into when pursued--there is sufficient cover at here with all the tall ponderosa pines, spruce
trees and aspen groves.
There isn't any one hunt that will appeal to everyone. The reason: hunters are individuals with their own
unique perspective, agenda, budget and most importantly physical limitations.
We are not going to convince you this ranch hunt is the same as an elk hunt where the closest elk you
may see during the hunt is over 500 yards away and two mountain ranges over from where you are or
that you get to ride hours into your camp on a horse or mule. If that is what you want, then this hunt is
not for you. HOWEVER, if that is not what you desire then this hunt is for you. This ranch hunt provides a
more relaxed and laid back atmosphere for the discriminating hunter that has constraints which offer
them an OPTION from chasing that elusive bull all over the side of a mountain for 7 to 10 days, with
absolutely no guarantee.
When you hunt elk with us you will see the elk that you are there to harvest, be provided with that shot
opportunity and be guaranteed the shot. As the hunter, you will be afforded the opportunity to spot and
stalk thru tall timbers and aspens, bugle them in during the rut still hunt over well-traveled trails or
frequented water holes, or the option of back packing in on horseback and hunting from camp. You can
make it as physically challenging or as easy as you want, not to mention that you can change the way
you hunt during the hunt. Had enough of the spot and stalk, still hunt for a while in an elevated stand
and then go back to spot and stalk, the choice if yours.

Hunt from August to December
You also have the freedom to book the hunt on your schedule, not that of the state in which you hunt.
These ranch hunts start in August and end in December, we have hunted in January, thus providing the
hunter the flexibility to hunt fall and winter. This is a great hunt for the family, those beginning their
hunting careers, hunters with limited time and those that just cannot scale those imposing mountains at
altitude.
275-320 SCI Class $ 8,000 Discounted Down to only …………………………………..…………………………..$ 5,995
321-360 SCI Class $ 10,000 Discounted Down to only……………………………………………………………….$ 7,995
380-400 SCI Class $ 14,000 Discounted Down to only ………………………………………………………..…….$ 11,995
400-420 SCI Class $ 17,000 Discounted Down to only……………………………………………………………….$ 14,995

You can hunt these bulls at these prices anytime during the hunting season. These are the prices for the
guaranteed of a certain size bull.
If you want a guaranteed 410+ bull after Sept 24 call for pricing.
Hunting Seasons - Option #2
August 24-September 12 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$12,495
September 13-September24 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$9895
September 25 -October 6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$8895
October 7- October 18 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$7895
October 19-November 3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$6895
November 4-December 22 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$5895
Hunting any bull and bulls could range up to the 400's during the first two seasons.

Buffalo
2-3 year old bull .. . .$4000.00
4-6 Year old bull . . .$6000.00
Trophy Bull . …….. . . $8000.00

Hunting packages include:
4 NIGHTS/3 FULL DAYS HUNTING Licenses and tags which is provided by Black Canyon Bulls at Top Rail
Ranch Comfortable Lodging in cabins with beds and full baths. Home cooked meals Expert Guide Service
We do the skinning and gutting of your trophy, so you do not have to get your hands dirty—you can help
if you so wish. Transport of your trophy to a local processor and/or a Taxidermist if so desired
Not included: Boning of your elk which can be done for an extra $100. Processing which runs around
$1.25 per pound hanging weight Gratuities (suggested 5-10%) Alcohol (bring your own) Taxidermy work
Located in beautiful western Colorado, our ranch offers you a very unique opportunity. You will not only
experience some of nature's most incredible scenery but you will be able to view our private herds of
trophy elk, bison, fallow deer, Jacob sheep and mule deer up close and personal. These animals free
range within our fenced ranch, which give you the opportunity to observe them in their natural habitat,
a truly awe inspiring experience. The lodge faces east to a panoramic view of the West Elk Mountains.
To the north is an undisturbed view of the fruitful North Fork Valley and Grand Mesa, the largest flat top
mountain in the world. Our ranch borders the North Rim of the Black Canyon National Park, the
narrowest, deepest canyon in North America. No Matter what season you come to visit there is plenty
to see and do!
~Spring time brings new babies being born, beginning of elk antler growth and magnificent wild flowers
~ Summer time there is young baby elk running in the fields and the elk antlers are in velvet
~Fall is a great time because the elk will be bugling and the aspen trees will be a vibrant gold
~Winter is time for playing in the snow or just relaxing by the fireplace.

GUEST SERVICES
Animal Viewing
Wagon Rides through the herds
Walking and Hiking trails
Outdoor worship area
Large Pond for swimming and ice skating
Campfire ring and patio
Large open grass space
Cross country skiing
Snowshoeing
Dry camping available
WE ARE HOST TO
Photographers, Artists
Writers, Musicians
Corporate groups
Church camps
Family reunions
Weddings
Women's Retreats
Men's groups
Youth camps
Phot safaris
Private hunts
Cross country ski groups
and many more LODGE AMENITIES
Large common/meeting room
Bunk bed and traditional double to king size beds
3 bathrooms with showers or tub
Family style meals
Pool table
Piano and Organ
Fax, copy machine
TV, audio/visual equipment

PRICE LIST
Groups
$65.00 per night per person includes 3 meals ( linens not provided)
$17.00 additional per night per person linens included
Bed and Breakfast
$89.00 double occupancy
Day Rates
$30.00 on meal included (breakfast or lunch)
$8.00 for additional meals
$10.00 per person for Elk

AREA ATTRACTIONS
Fishing, Boating at Crawford State Park
Snowmobiling, Hiking
Black Canyon National Park

Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it,
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling
his bucket list!

